
Vulpecula 
Tree-house lanterns, design development process

UK, London, Bow, Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park



Context and purpose of this project. 

Previously one of London’s “Magni� cent seven” cemeteries, Tower Hamlets Cemetery park was 
closed for burials in 1966 and declared a Local Nature Reserve in 2000. It attracts volunteers and 
a number of local preservation groups. � e Soanes center (the park’s administration building), 
conducts courses for children from the local schools in nature preservation and animal 
protection. At night or bad weather however, groups of teenagers gather looking for a hiding 
spot to drink and smoke o� en vandalizing this extraordinary park. � is project concentrates on 
developing a strategy to make the park safer by bringing in more light and people in bad weather 
and a� er dark while still respecting the animal life and cultural speci� cs of the site.

A happy cemetery



Anglican Chapel Dissenters Chapel

A sacred ground with no sacred space. A dark park. 
Sanctuary wood. Cathedral walk.

During the second World War, the cemetery was bombed � ve times demolishing both chapels, 
a� er the death in 2012 of the latest groundskeeper, the park has no overnight inhabitants or 
security. � e safety problem deepens with the lack of street lights or any other public lights. 
With all gates kept unlock at all times it is unsafe for visitors at night, not pleasant to have as a 
neighboring site and most problematically attracting illegal activities.

Looking for inspiration inside the park to focus the proposal my attention fell on the darkest, 
most overgrown with ivy part of the cemetery, an area named Sanctuary wood. Planted with 
maple trees, much higher then the rest of the cemetery, and overgrown with ivy, with formed 
arches above the pathways, the experience of walking through this area was similar to the serene 
moment of walking through a cathedral aisle.

People drinking and smoking in the privacy provided by the dark areas.

Andre Kupiers night photos of London for NASA, via www.fl ickr.com

� e cathedral aisle
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The lost souls of TWHCP.

Tower Hamlets Cemetery was very popular with people from the East End and by 1889 247,000 bodies had been interred (the cemetery 
remained open for another 77 years). In the fi rst two years 60% of the burials were in public graves and by 1851 this had increased to 80%. 
Public graves were the property of the company and were used to bury those whose families could not aff ord to buy a plot...� ere are stories of 
some graves being dug 40 feet deep and containing up to 30 bodies.1

� e proposal then started to shape as a space. To bring light and a shelter while commemorating 
these existence of these lost people I would “re� ected” their graves, bring them over the ground 
and � ll them with light and living. As a twisted Schrödinger’s experiment frozen in space, living 
and lost mirrored in their positions. 
1 Wikipedia contributors, “Tower Hamlets Cemetery,” Wikipedia, � e Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tower_Hamlets_Cemetery&ol-

did=574963528 (accessed October 25, 2013

Public graves’ tombstones  in the process of sinking into the soil.



Material experiments.

� e aim was to make the lanterns translucent, but not transparent, so that they will o� er 
protection from the elements, but not privacy. � e light will shine outward from the lanterns, 
illuminating the activities inside, but turning the people into shadows, faceless ghost. � e 
materials used were to be a mixture of locally available scrap wood, translucent sheets, and solar-
powered LED light � xings. 

Detail model with light experiments with a LED light � tting. 
 - Local timber- for the support, ladders, roof and � ooring of the structure. 
 - Polycarbonate - for the walls, providing shelter from weather, but limited privacy.
 - Led lights with solar panels - for the lighting. 

Section B

Section A

LED lights

Polycarbonate 9 mm sheet

Local timber

Local timber

Steel 75x75 mm

Section BSection A



The fox that lives in the Sanctuary wood. Vulpecula constellation.

TWCP is a Natural Reserve, as such the proposal had to � t in the context without disturbing the 
main current occupants of the area. A fox burrow, located in the north-east part of the Sanctuary 
wood, required a careful treatment of its immediate surrounding. � e proposed tree-lanterns 
were to be positioned along the main aisle of the Sanctuary wood, above prominent public 
and private graves, but away from the fox burrow. � e constellation Vulpecula was used as an 
inspiration for the positioning of the proposal carefully avoiding proximity with the burrow, this 
brings visitors’ awareness of its existence while still protecting its privacy.

http://www.eastbayastro.org/articles/lore/vulpecula.htm

� e fox hole



Final proposal.

A view of the tree-lanterns while walking down the “Cathedral aisle”.


